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Curtis Hutchinson appeals the judgment of sentence of 30 to 60 

months’ incarceration imposed following his conviction of Retaliation Against 

Witness or Victim and Terroristic Threats.  See 18 Pa.C.S. §§ 4953(a), 

2706(a) (respectively).  Hutchinson contends that the Commonwealth failed 

to adduce sufficient evidence to sustain his conviction of Retaliation Against 

Witness or Victim and that the trial court erred in admitting the victim’s 

testimony that Hutchinson’s threats were “depressing” and “nerve-racking.”  

Hutchinson, who had been previously convicted of robbing the victim in this 

case, apparently sought him out following release on parole and, in the 

incident that underlies this case, threatened him with death.   

Hutchinson’s case proceeded to a non-jury trial before the Honorable 

Roxanne E. Covington.  During the Commonwealth’s case-in-chief, the 
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prosecution introduced, over the objection of defense counsel, testimony of 

the victim, Juan Ramon, concerning emotions he experienced in response to 

the threats Hutchinson had made.  Judge Covington concluded that the 

evidence was relevant to prove an element of Retaliation Against Witness or 

Victim as it reflected Hutchinson’s intention in making the threats.   

At the conclusion of trial, Judge Covington found Hutchinson guilty as 

charged and imposed the term of imprisonment at issue here to be followed 

by two years’ reporting probation based on the defendant’s status as a 

repeat felon.  In support of the judgment of sentence, Judge Covington 

prepared an Opinion pursuant to Pa.R.A.P. 1925(a), which we find correct 

and comprehensive.  We need not add to Judge Covington’s discussion and 

accordingly, we adopt her Opinion as our own.  For the reasons stated 

therein, we affirm Hutchinson’s judgment of sentence. 

Judgment of sentence AFFIRMED. 

Judgment Entered. 
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